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The following tables summarises the actual situation in the MS and the CEEC (extracts of EC enquiry).

48(67,21 %HOJLXP 'HQPDUN )LQODQG )UDQFH *HUPDQ\ *UHHFH
During decom. is the
licence transferred to a
special authority ?

in specific
cases

No no No No, licence
granted by
authority
responsible

not defined

Is there a published
policy or is a case by
case system used

case-by-case case-by-case update every
5 years

yes, + case-
by-case

Case-by-case not defined

Foreseen period of
decay ?

not defined case-by-case max 30 years 50 years
(EDF)

Case-by-case not defined

Is achievement to
IAEA stage 3
obligatory ?

yes No yes Depending on
the licence
request.

Possible
procedure

not defined

Are the different
decom. Stages defined
? (ex IAEA)

based on
IAEA

based on
IAEA

no official
definition

based on
IAEA

Based on
IAEA

not defined

How is the release of
material regulated ?

case-by-case by SIS on a
case-by-case

by regulatory
guide

yes, VLLW
management

Recommenda
tion by SSK

not defined

Are the decom.waste
storage/disposal
available ?

interim
available,
disposal
under study

only storage,
but limited.
no disposal

to be
expanded to
include
decom waste

yes partially,
other under
study

Yes +
extension in
the future

No

Are licence costs and
decom. Fundings
estimates required ?

yes, provision
by industry

No yes, collected
by
Government

build up of
internal
reserve by
EDF

Not directly
required, but
internal fund
of utilities

not defined

What are the
requirements for
public involvement

in the future:
public inquiry

not specified EIA and
public
hearings

public
enquiry

Regulated by
ordinance but
not automatic

not defined

table II.1

48(67,21 ,WDO\ 1HWKHUODQGV 3RUWXJDO 6SDLQ 6ZHGHQ 8�.
During decom. is the
licence transferred
to a special authority
?

no, no decom.
authority

Envisage to
grant a licence
to the operator

not defined yes to ENRESA No No

Is there a published
policy or is a case
by case system used

no published
policy

Under
development +
case-by-case

not yet
foreseen

till now case-
by-case

Case-by-case yes + case-
by-case

Foreseen period of
decay ?

some decades Under
discussion

not yet
foreseen

around 30 years Case-by-case 135 years gcr
safestore

Is achievement to
IAEA stage 3
obligatory ?

not yet
defined

Yes not yet
foreseen

Yes Case-by-case No

Are de different
decom. Stages
defined ? (ex IAEA)

similar to
IAEA

yes, national
model

not yet similar to IAEA Not yet
discussed

Based on
IAEA

How is the release
of material regulated
?

no regulation to be
established

not yet by regulators by regulation
& case-by-
case

by regulation

Are the
decom.waste
storage/disposal
available ?

local storage,
no disposal
available

Yes no Yes Not yet
available

yes partially

Are licence costs
and decom.
Fundings estimates
required ?

no Internal reserve
for utilities &
research centres

no yet
considered

yes included in
kWh

Yes included
in kWh

Funds will be
set up for
privatised
companies

What are the
requirements for
public involvement

regional and
local admins,
not the public

E.I.A with
participation of
the public

not yet
considered

Public involved
in the E.I.
declaration

Not yet
defined

No legal
requirement
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48(67,21 %XOJDULD &]HFK�5HS� (VWRQLD +XQJDU\ /DWYLD
During decom. is the
licence transferred to a
special authority ?

not yet defined no, approved
operators only

No decom.
Authority

Decom. Authority
not yet established

No

Is there a published
policy or is a case by
case system used

No published
policy

Case-by-case
system

No Case-by-case system case-by-case
system

Foreseen period of decay
?

not defined For NPP max 60y - Estimate 70 years 4 to 5 years

Is achievement to IAEA
stage 3 obligatory ?

No No - Not yet defined No

Are de different decom.
Stages defined ? (ex
IAEA)

no, but IAEA
likely to be
adopted

IAEA definition - Not yet defined similar to IAEA

How is the release of
material regulated ?

by official
ordinance

by regulation - Regulated by decree
(exemption)

not yet regulated

Are the decom.waste
storage/disposal
available ?

Storage: yes
disposal : no

yes for NPP waste Solid waste
storage in
Paldiski not
in use.

Disposal for LILW,
storage for spent
fuel

yes, to be
extended

Are licence costs and
decom. Fundings
estimates required?

not required but
funds
established

yes in first stage
of nuclear install.
Commissioning

- Yes No

What are the
requirements for public
involvement?

no requirements Auth. Required to
inform the public
+ E.I.A info
required by law

- Involved in
licensing process for
E.I.A

public hearing
procedure

table II.3

48(67,21 /LWKXDQLD 3RODQG 5RPDQLD 6ORYDN�
5HSXEOLF

6ORYHQLD

During decom. is the
licence transferred to a
special authority ?

no special
authority

Yes to NAEA No No decom licence
handed over to
public enterprise

Is there a published
policy or is a case by
case system used

no policy Case-by-case
system

No (soon) no (to be published) Yes

Foreseen period of decay
?

not decided 3 years
(research
reactors)

10 years 50-70y under
discussion

96 years

Is achievement to IAEA
stage 3 obligatory ?

not decided No Not currently
but envisaged

yes or reuse Yes

Are the different decom.
Stages defined ? (ex
IAEA)

similar IAEA Similar to IAEA No yes (IAEA) yes, but not same
model as IAEA

How is the release of
material regulated ?

regulated by
Ministry of
Environment
Protection

By NAEA
ordinance

Regulated by
licence but
limits not fixed
Case-by-case

by law following
IAEA/NEA
guidance

by law

Are the decom. Waste
storage/disposal
available ?

no Yes Disposal/storag
e facility for
LILW

storage partially,
disposal under
licensing

storage available,
disposal not.

Are licence costs and
decom. Fundings
estimates required?

yes Yes Operator should
have adequate
financial
arrangements

yes, decom. Funds
exists

Yes

What are the
requirements for public
involvement

to be approved
by local
municipality

Safety report Public hearing
for
environmental
licence

public acceptance
and EIA

public hearing and
involvement
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